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In

the tumulturns days follrruing the Oct. 5 plebescite-in which
Gen. August<t Pin<rchet was defeated by a clear margin in his bid tr-t
extend his term os President of Chile by eight years-American
direcbr and translator Joanne Pottlitzer, in Santiagt, osked seuerol
Chileon theotre artists ahout the "n(t" rtote and whai it ma1 mean for
the future of their countr). These are excerpts from their comments.

JULIO JUNG, artistic director of El Nuevo Grupo: I received

funeral flowers for my birthday last year. Nobody knew about my
birthday. There was no party, no announcement, nothing. Bur
they knew. The flowers had a card signed by the Comando
Yeverez, named for an ultra righuing leader and supported by
the government. There have been threats which we continue to

receive on a daily basis. The triumph of the "No" in the
plebiscite does not mean that these rhings never happened.

MARIA ELENA DUVAUCHELLE, member of El Nuevo
Grupo and president of SIDAME, Chile's actors union:
Nissam Sharim [Teatro lctus Co-director] andJulio had received
6ve death threats when a group of actors decided to form a
human rights commission within the actors union. 1i7e are very
proud of this because in all of Latin America, ours is the only
actors union with such a commission. When that commission
was formed, the massive threat was issued threatening 82 actors
withdeath if they didnt leave the country within a monrh. h was
meant to dissolve the strengrh we were gaining. Instead, it had a
reverse effect. !7e united and joined forces. Almost every acror
participated in the "No" campaign. Even those who knew rhey
would have problems with their jobs on television and in theatres. It was impressive. This government always says that today's rheatre is political. Theatre has always been political; it has
always been criticized.
always searched for truth on stage. The rruth of
feelings at a moment when the counrry needs feelings is important. The "No" slogan was "Joy is on its way." And joy is on rhe
way. Frankie and JolrrrnJ anl the Clair d,e Lune, the Terrence
McNally play we are rehearsing now, almosr seems like a meta.
phor for this joy. Because people with scars, not only on their

JUNG: \7e have

hands, but

in their

hearts, who come together at a certain

moment in a real, human way on the stage is very opportune for
the country, for the Chilean theatre, for us to rethink rhe future
in a positive, hopeful way.
I put fear aside before the plebiscite. Because the bigger fear,
for me, was the thought of having that man in power for anorher
eight years. That fear erased the fear of anything thar could
happen to me physically. I'm not brave. I've never been brave.
I'm the biggest coward in the world. They can't draw blood from
me because I faint. But in this case, I didnt feel fear because
there was the greater fear: the destruction of this country in
eight more years of cruelty, revenge, rancor.
\7e are in a special situation now with regard to the future. A
defeated man is going to remain in power for more than a year.
Joonne Pottlitzer, director and translatrn, was the director of Theatre

His Minister of the Interior calls on supporters to go to the
streets to aggress supporters of the "No." I see no possibility of
dialogue or agreement as long as a Minisrer of the Interior does
such things. I see no great future for this country until it returns
to democracy. That is not democracy. This is a step we have
managed to achieve. We have said "no" to a man who intended
to stay in power for another eight years.
!7e are optimistic. lUe're building a cultural center with a
theatre, workshops, a restaurant, coffee shop, art gallery. It's
almost finished. It's beautiful. It will be a meeting place where
the arts can be shown in a free atmosphere, for all of us who,
though we may not agree on everything, want what is best for
the country.
DELFINA GUZMAN, co-director of Teatro lctus: !7e knew
the day the torturing, deaths and disappearing began that our
theatre would be one of daily and constant protest against an
event that was absolutely hostile. And these 15 years have been
just that. We have been asked many times if our theatre is
against the dictatorship. It is, in the sense of recreating the
values of democracy, of solidarity among people, honesty, respect for people. Our rheatre is filled with these values. Our
theatre answers back. But to respond conceptually to the dicratorship is a complex problem, because this dictatorship has
been very poor ideologically. Our struggle against the dictatorship has been one of ethics more than ideology.

NISSIM SHARIM, co.director of Teatro lctus: In a way, the
dictatorship "pardoned" theatre life during these 15 years, because it discovered that direct repression of rheatre people and
plays would cause more harm to the dicratorship than a more
permissive attitude with many Iimiting resrictions. The govemment made a quantitative analysis: they calculated how many
people atrended the theatre and they learned the number of
people who attended a play was less than the number of those
who would know about the repression ifthey banned the produc-

tion. That! why theatre

was "pardoned."
lctus's situation was exceptional. Although we were adversaries of the regime, we were rarher privileged in that we did not
dissolve as a group. !7e were able to maintain ourselves financially and stay alive as an organization. That's something few
groups can say. We employ an intuitive tactic of survival. \7e
enter the spaces this regime leaves open by mistake.

GUZMAN: Having our images appear on television during the
campaign was testimony to that. Modesty aside, the participation ofthese actors was an act ofbravery, a big risk. I am proud of
rny union SIDARTE, because many of the actors who participated in the "No" campaign risked their jobs. And their participation had an impact. lt conributed a lot.

SHARIM: In my opinion these appearances were decisive to
the triumph of the "No." The "No" campaign was given 15
minutes a day of television for 27 days. It seems incredible that
after 15 years ofno access it was possible to change the balance
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which I assuaged the guilt of leaving others to die,

PROLOGUE: THAT DEAFENING NOISE

that abroad I could tell the story. I had assumed
that my abiliry to wrire was an asser which, like a
toothbrush, you carry wherever you go.
Back home people were being jailed or killed for
what they wrote; back home, friends were scribbling
furiously and then hiding their manuscriprs; back
home, Oscar Castro was finding ways ro express
himself inside the very shadows cast by rhe soldiers.
And here I was, tongue-tied.

THE GARBAGE TRUCK
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Today the cup hroke:
how could I be so clumsy.

It made me very sad when it broke,
it was the one we had bought right

after
we left the country,

one that we were fond of,
you could say it was almost
nN
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nfinished Business
rnance, and was very happy.
I heard a program on PBS in which
Jonas Salk and some other man famous for his work on vaccines were
heing interviewed. They were being
,rsked, "Why dont you invent a vaccine for AIDS J" Salk said, "That's not
easy to do." The interrogators were all

a way of saying, "l'm coming back
home; I'm rediscovering the language
that they're plaving with every day."
There are many different forms of
exile. In my case, the 6rst years of
exile were the worst and most trauma-

experience I have ever been
through, because they were accom-

same slippery field of research and dis-

panied by silence; because I felt useless; because I felt guilty; because I felt
that people were being killed and I felt
impotent. I didnt have the words to
calm my fears, to give them to others
so that it wouldnt be so fearful.
Chile is full of stories, stories that
are being told and many that are not
being told, that are being suppressed.
Artists have an enormous respon-

covery. Except, poor forked instru-

sibility to tell

ment that he is, he keeps going out of
tune in some mystical place in his
head, and he has to keep finitely (and

THE NO VOTE

conspiracy somewhere, and pounced
on them with "lVhy? Why not? lUho's
stopping you? What's stopping you?"
Salk's fellow scientist said, "Because we have no idea why vaccines
work. When we lind one that works,
we use it. But we dont know why. \7e

in

the

infinitely) readjusting, shifting

slightly this way and

born.

"One of the most brilliant volumes
of theatrical reminiscence I've ever

rality that you

n

ence. The people who are still rhere,
whom I continue to believe in and
who hope against hope-those people
have got me captive, in the best sense,
captive of their project of a new humanity. There are few places you can
really call home, but there are many
homes you have. Where did home exist for the first time J When did people
become attached to rhe land? When
they did their first funeral rites, I
think. In orher words, when they began discovering how you speak to the
dead and how the dead speak to you,
which is one of the major things we

to confront. So I think that

home is the place of resurrection. I
mean that not as a religious concept,
but in the sense that you are resurrected in language, in others, in a

relationship with the culture. And

When I was writing my second
play, Reader, for a production next
spring in Chile, I felt an enormous
sense of relief when I discovered that I

"Fascinating...I for one would be
happy to follow his [ife] for
another thousand pages."
Chr istopher L ehm ann -Haupt

in a democracy had
not been seen for many years. lVith
the joy of the triumph, the calmness
of the triumph, we have to remember
that hatred and a desire for revenge
still exist. In the midst of our euphoria, we have not yet come to the moment of reflection. Someone said we
must bring this joy down to earth.
The political strategy of the alliance of the 16 parties has been exsee

TheNewYorkTimes
"Such an entertaining book that

detailed, gracefu lly written
account of an exciting period of

with no money, with repression, with

Americantheatre." -WalterKer

censorship, with 15 minutes a day on

television, with all the gifts Pinochet
giving people to buy their voteswinning was due to an extraordinary
was

over 100 photographs
540

political strategy. Now we need a
strong organization to build strong
unity. That is the most important

At all fine bookstores. Or direct from
APPLAUSE. Add $.9j per book
shipping/handli ng & 8'.257o NY sales
tax if aoolicable.
ucre [,ttunsezot sC oVE IVCheck.
Send $5.00 for the APPLAUSE Catalog,
the most complete theatre book catalog

RAUL OSORIO, director and pro.
fessor of the Catholic lJniversity:
Someone needs to do a study very
soon about the sophistication with

in the world.

'

*Reviews

of Run -Through, Front and Center
and Final Dress.

pening to us. The victory of the "No"
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thing.
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it

could be read, more or less shamefully, for the backstage gossip
alone. Memoir'is too slight a word
for this substantial, satisfyingly

traordinary. Having won a victory

which this government has used the
element of terror, of fear, which not
only unrarels national life, but which
destroys individuals and their most
personal intimacies. Fear srops us
from thinking abour ourselves and
from delving deeper into what is hap-

Neu)YotkPost

read."

GUZMAN: The diversity and plu-

continued from page 26

that's where I feel I belong.

tr

of strength in 15 minutes a day for 27
days. The technical or artistic excellence was not as imporrant as seeing
the reincorporation of 500 actors an
aesthetic that had been absent from
television for 15 years.

ANATOMY OF FEAR

have

them.

continued from page 28

that-it! Iike

trying to lind your light on stage. I am
glad if I could be the right instrument
for O'Neill perhaps six times out o{
fifty performances.
There must have been a night when
Ella O'Neill came out from behind her
fog-bound walls and tried to make her
son understand, tried to communicate
her hell, her fall; and he looked at her
and understood. And in that moment
this play was

"...the truest chronicle of the
American theatre. . . the best show
in town."*
-Life

tic

primed to discover narrow-minded

only use it because it works."
The actor seems to work

Memoirs: 1902-1988
bylohn Houseman

was censoring myself a bit: I was asking, "Could the actors really say these
lines in Chile?" So censorship became

in this last week.
My husband saw the {inal perfor-
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was very positive. Above all, the fear
has been overcome. Now it is the peo-

Like the people who drew figures on
the walls of the cave of Alramira.

governmenr who live in

They painted the desires of the tribe;
they didnt paint for decoration, be-

ple

in the

fear. They are quire desperare, realizing they cannot conrinue governing
the country. The democraric force
was very clear. But we cannot deceive
ourselves. 'We must be calm and non-

cause

access

ro the

offantasies about overthrowing governments, ahout despair. I call

see plays

violent, but not naive. It is necessary'
now to fight for more justice to make
Chile a better country. Afrer experiencing the lifth and sixth of October,
I believe this is a very physical, very
real task. It is key that people transformed their fear into construcrive energy by saying "We've had enough."
\7e who work in cukural arenas do
not want more repression. \7e need to
be free, to be critical along with the

rest of the world, critical of everything: of our colleagues, of our own
ideologies. lVe have to graduate from
kindergarten inro systems which permit growth and discovery. \Ue musr
not remain isolated and srunred.

RAMON GRIFFERO, director/
playwright: The artisric generarion
that existed before the dictatorship
and rhe generation rhat was born

within the dictatorship are very dif-

ferent. First, there is rhe official culture of the regime; then there is rhe
official dissidence, people against the
regime who were active before the
coup. Also, there is a whole other
generarion which began to generare
work in 1983 and 1984. The official
dissidents have heen more fearful, because they lived through the coup.
People who areZZ or 23 only know the

dictatorship. They are lighting against
something that is the only thing they

know and they are less afraid. We
don't care about the censorship tax;
we simply don r pay it. lff/e have nothing to lose. What could we loseJ The

garage where we perform? We write
and perform without thinking about
Pinochet. Obviously these expressions are marginal, with no access to
television, with only xeroxed publicity. But the public has responded,
and our spaces, which hold from 800
to 1,500 people are overflowing. Audiences come because they want to be

in touch with more than the oflicial

forms.

MARCO ANTONIO DE LA

PARRA, playwright: The Chilean
theatre has acted like dreams, in the
Freudian sense. On one hand, it has
interpreted the desires of a population, and on the other, it has put on
the stage things rhat the public cannot think. \Ue playwrights consider
ourselves the dreamers

Altamira has no

Iight, but to fulfill desires. So you u,ill

of the tribe.

this post-Pinochetism, which is a
kind of posr-modernism, made-inPinochet, which appeared around
1985-86, when social mobilization
seemed useless.

Several authors, myself included,
began to renounce the ideas that democracl- is wonderful, that Pinochet
is had, and we began to write about a
much more complex world. !7e began
to consider ourselves accomplices; we
hegan to empathize with the rorturers;
we began to feel that we were all Pinochets, we were all arrested and dis.
appeared, we were all Franbos. And

we began to work with the intemal
fascist. Why have I survived this regime? It's my fault more than anyone
else's. \We started to write about the
middle class, its complicity and masochistic suffering, and the thematic
possibilities opened up tremendously.
Now you no longer see militant plays.

You see the pain, but rreared in a
differenr way. We have gorten farther
and farther from realism.

What has been harmed mosr is rhe
word. For that reason, I believe ir is
urgent to return to a theatre of text, to
recuperate language in Chile. That's

why the classic authors interesr

me

now- Shakespeare, Moliere-to return that power of the word to the
actor. Suddenly I have a real obsession
for the actor. I have felt the harm done
by all the lies, the distorted speeches.

ing for me to work on a {ilm. I asked
him why he was looking for me? And
he said because he didnt want to make
political films anymore.
So, Miguel Littin doesrit want to
make political films. I felt that the era
of post-Pinochetism had begun to
happen. Post-Pinochetism means that
we're going to begin to create democracy here, with freedom here, on the
stage now. On stage, in painting, in
texts, in culture, we are abandoning
the theme of Pinochet.
The "No" campaign was very post-

Pinochet, post-modern because it
used humor. And humor is laughing at
yourself as well as at others. That's
what the "Si" campaign never under-

stood. They thought that humor
meant laughing at someone else, but
humor is laughing a little at yourself. It

has an element of self-criticism.
Humor,

said, is someone who
to be hanged on Monday and
says, "!7hat a nice way to start the
week." It's taking the pain we are living in with humor. lt provokes in us a
feeling that we have a lot to do. And
as Freud

is going

think about; we have
to create a new history, completely;

we have a lot ro

we have to integrate everything we've

learned, the bad with the good. \We

have a krt to do. And if someone
comes from the right, the left or the
center,

I don't much care.

Because

now we can speak. Fear is no longer a
dangerous animal in the shadows.

^.@
LETTERS
continued from page 4

The word "democracy," the word
"freedom," the word "country," all

Gorrection

distorted. Incident, arrested, disappeared. They are words which have

Because of a mechanical error, two
sentences in Peter Zeisler's editorial
"Joining the Debate" (Oct '88) were
garbled. The passage should have
read: "For reasons not quite
understood, the NEA has always
been led by bureaucrats. yet rn

begun

to

lose their meaning for the

Chilean. Death is a word which has
lost its meaning. Ideas have nowhere
to alight, like blrds that have nowhere
to perch. So the word is urgent. Books
are banned, so it is urgent to hear
words.

The day after the "No" victory, I
couldn t sleep. I had been up till live in
the morning. I was hoarse and hungover, but I woke up very early. It was
such a beautiful day. I felt absolutely
kitsch with the dawn and all those

outdated symbols. And I went out; I
went downtown for an interview with
a French journalist. There I ran into
Tennyson Ferrada, a traditional actor,

a good actor from the time of the
republic. And he gor into my car and
told me that Miguel Littin was look-
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other countries artists are tapped for
the post: the French once named
renowned author Andre Malraux as

their arts minisrer;

actress Melina

Mercouri is Greece's current
minister of culture; the
distinguished writer Jorge Sempurn
hold the post in Spain.

"lUhile we must be careful not to
become confused as the current
administration often has between
entertainment personalities and
artists, surely we could raise the
example of these enlightened

countries."

1988
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